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Enter a world of creative self-expression with this relaxing coloring book for grownups. Inside you ll
find 30 amazing art activities that will take you on a delightful camping adventure of patterning,
shading, and coloring. These whimsical images of fun on the open road offer a easy way to
de-stress and unleash your inner artist. Use this quirky coloring book to indulge your wanderlust
with markers, colored pencils, gel pens, or watercolors. Each vibrantly detailed illustration is
designed to ignite your creativity. Beautifully colored finished examples are provided, along with a
handy guide to basic art techniques, from patterning and combinations to shading and color theory.
Happy Campers Coloring Book is printed on high-quality, extra-thick paper to eliminate
bleed-through. Each page is pre-perforated for easy removal and display.
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I LOVE Thaneeya's coloring books, I have 3. I will undoubtedly be back for more. The ONLY reason
I didn't give them all 5 stars is due to the quotes printed on the back side of the paper. I like them,
they are interesting; but when you color the picture in, sometimes you can see the quote through the
paper. So either put the quotes at the very top or bottom of pages where they don't interfere with the
art on the front, or use thicker paper, OR get rid of them entirely. If you are using art markers or gel
pens to color, you need to put blank paper behind before starting to catch the bleed.

A little remedial to be called adult but the pictures are cute. The pages are single sided, which is
good so color doesn't bleed.

This is the BEST adult coloring book I've bought so far. It's graphics are so much fun (think
rainbows, campers, flowers, butterflies) and never dull and always put me in a good/happy mood. I
really like all the designs with this one and it keeps me busy for hours. It's so cheerful and playful
and I can't say enough good things about it. I can't imagine anyone not being thrilled with this one!
I've flipped through all the other design originals coloring books at the store and this one IMHO has
the best pictures and designs. The hipster one has no detail at all literally a few pages just had one
picture of a pair of plain roller skates with no detail, one bike etc. This ones the best!

What a great coloring book from Thaneeya McArdle. She is really talented on designing whimsical
patterns. "Happy Campers" is basically different forms of delightful spaces- Gypsy Wagons, VW
Bus, Campers, Hot Air Balloons, etc. Printed on a nice,durable paper that is perforated (although I
found that Sharpies do bleed through a bit) ,with wonderful phrases on the back of each picture.
You will not go wrong with this one.Great for all skill levels and coloring mediums.

Love this book! The paper is of good quality and tears out easily. The designs are fun and playful.

The title of this color book couldn't be any more appropriate, it truly is a happy little color book. I
cannot color a pg without smiling. Two of our daughters & their combined four children have recently
bought campers & a lease on a campsite. I'm going to buy all four of them this color book. It's a
sheer delight & a mood lifter. I've used a lot of neon markers for this one, but also other markers,
colored pencils & gel pens. As I copy my pages onto card stock so I'm not limited to which medium I
can use, & artists quality markers don't spread as easily, I cannot make comments on the quality of
the paper. A very good color book for children & adults alike. I'm so very pleased with my purchase.

This book is so cute! I love it. There is the added bonus of four pages about patterning techniques
(in case you want to add to her drawings), color theory and coloring techniques, as well as several
full color illustrations to show how the pages in the book might be colored. That said, the drawings in
this book are very cute, even better than I expected. While they are not as detailed as some of the
current coloring books out there, they are great fun, and include animals, campers, a teepee,
houses, trees, flowers and such. Each drawing is printed on one side of the page only, and the back

of the page has a quote. The pages are preforated and are not too thick or too thin, and would
probably stand up to markers well, but watercolors probably wouldn't be a good idea. Perfect for
colored pencil.

Gift for my mom. She loves camping and traveling do this themed book was right up her ally.
Designs were really unique and detailed. One image per page (not double sided pages) so if your
pens leak they won't bleed thru to the next image. Overall, fun for hours for someone of any age.
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